
Huntle� Taver� Men�
3 Empire Street, Branxton I-2335, Australia, BRANXTON

+61288661899 - https://huntleetavern.com.au/

A complete menu of Huntlee Tavern from BRANXTON covering all 17 menus and drinks can be found here on
the menu. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the website.

What User likes about Huntlee Tavern:
the personal was amazing, friendly, and we had a member of the family with allergies and we have never

received such attention and care regarding these allergies everywhere before. atmosphere was great, eating
was super, would recommend huntlee tavern every day of the week! read more. In beautiful weather you can

even have something in the outdoor area, And into the accessible rooms also come guests with wheelchairs or
physiological disabilities. What Brooke Davey doesn't like about Huntlee Tavern:

Ordered takeaway dinner to be picked up at a certain time. Got a phone call 35mins before the chosen pick up
time saying our food was ready. The lady on the phone was nice and offered for the food to be remade which I

agreed to, otherwise it would have been extremely cold. When my husband picked the food up, it looked as
though it was being made fresh as the chefs were just putting it together, however when we got it... read more.
Huntlee Tavern from BRANXTON is respected for its tasty burgers, to which appetizing fries, salads and other

sides are provided, Furthermore, the drinks list in this restaurant is impressive and offers a good and
comprehensive selection of beers from the area and from worldwide, which are definitely worth a try. One should
particularly acknowledge the menus from the Australian continent of this place, Also, you shouldn't miss out on

the delicious pizza, traditional freshly baked in a wood oven.
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Schni�e�
SCHNITZEL

Chicke�
CHICKEN SCHNITZEL

Tapa� Caliente� - Warm�
Tapa�
GAMBAS AL AJILLO

America� Foo�
EGGS BENEDICT

Fleischgericht� - Vo� Rin�
RUMPSTEAK

Deliciou� Sandwiche�
STEAK SANDWICH

Ingredient� Use�
PRAWNS

Alcoholi� Drink�
BEER

MERLOT

�s� dishe�
FISH AND CHIPS

FISH

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�

BURGER

TOSTADAS

PIZZA

SALAD

FISH

PANINI
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Opening Hours:
Monday 07:00-00:00
Tuesday 07:00-00:00
Wednesday 07:00-00:00
Thursday 07:00-01:00
Friday 07:00-01:00
Saturday 07:00-00:00
Sunday 08:00-00:00
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